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Dec. and Jan. Bright Spot
Employees

The Awards and Recognition Subcommittee is proud to announce the recipients of BRIGHT SPOT
Employees for Dec. and Jan.! Thank you for all you do at work and at home. We appreciate all you do!
 

Jenni Hentchel, Marketing Project Senior Manager
 
"Jenni is a huge asset to the team, both for Ameren Illinois and Leidos. She
continually delivers top-notch marketing materials all while also serving as
the PY2020 Culture Club co-chair. Her job requires wearing many hats and
a lot of juggling and she does it all with a positive attitude. This time of year
is especially crazy, trying to wrap up one Program Year and launch another.
There are many competing priorities and Jenni consistently gets the job
done and is a pleasure to work with!" —Anonymous

 Chase Vogel, Program Financial Analyst
 
"Chase is always a pleasure to work with and is very responsive to helping
others on the team. He was very helpful when we needed assistance for end
of year financing items. Thanks Chase!" —Anonymous
 

Robert Rusteberg, Residential Program Lead
 
"Robert has shown great adaptability integrating into his new role from his
very different previous one. It is good to see one that started in the Program
as an Energy Advisor take all that experience from multiple prior roles and
become a solid member of the Residential Program management team."
—Scott Marner
 

To view this email as a web page, go here.
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Emily Goldensoph, Lead Program Financial Analyst
 
"Emily always goes over and beyond for everyone that she interacts with on the
program, whether it be Leidos or the AIC customer. In both her previous
position and new position, Emily continuously gives 110% for the program
team! There usually isn’t an issue that Emily can’t figure out or resolve, and
better yet, it’s always done in a timely fashion!" —Anonymous
 

Valerie Gilbert, Technical Assistant
 
"Val responded quickly to my request, came up with a solution, and had a
package delivered to me the next day. Her help and advice was much
appreciated!" —Caryn DeSignor
 

 
If you would like to nominate a co-worker for BRIGHT SPOT Employee, please click on the button
below. All submissions will be announced each month!
 
The Leidos EE Culture Club
 

Submit a BRIGHT SPOT EMPLOYEE here!

 
AmerenIllinoisSavings.com/Leidos
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